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By Nancy Johnson

White Pine Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Zoo and Cathedral: Poems, Nancy
Johnson, After glancing at the table of contents of this debut collection (organised into four small
sections called Packing Up; Road; Who Else Stayed Here; and Trying To Be Home), a reader could
well anticipate a tightly knit travel journal, little suspecting that this journey is to 'the loneliest town
in America'. Writer and reader are entwined in a tense, claustrophobic solitude. Images of death,
suicide and blood abound; Johnson writes that 'torture is as inventive as we get'. In 'From a
Hospital Bed Downtown', the speaker is revolted by the other patients, and by any gesture of love
between patients and family. But the work can also demonstrate sensitivity and compassion;
anyone who has ever lost a loved one will not fail to marvel at 'Postcard: Widow on Her Second
Honeymoon'. Other poems display a sloppy surrealism, and the final section contains some
decidedly weaker pieces. But given the grim intensity of Johnson's finest poems, readers might be
just as happy for this space to catch their breaths.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and beneficial. Its been written in an extremely basic way and it is merely after i finished reading
through this ebook in which basically changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Leopold Schm idt-- Leopold Schm idt

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am pleased to tell you that here is the very best book i
actually have study in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Ms. Lor a  West Jr .-- Ms. Lor a  West Jr .
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